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Abstract 17 

Sedimentary records from remote regions contain pollutants derived dominantly from 18 

atmospheric input, and thus have the potential to trace past atmospheric pollution 19 

history. Based on seventeen sediment records from relatively remote areas of China, 20 

atmospheric Pb pollution history during the last century was studied. These records 21 

suggest some slight pollution before ~1950 and display synchronous Pb enrichment 22 

processes since the 1950s, implying the start of widespread atmospheric Pb pollution 23 

in China. This corresponded well with the beginning of socio-economic development 24 

after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China. However, owing to the 25 

Chinese Cultural Revolution, a roughly unchanged atmospheric Pb status was found in 26 

the 1960-70s except on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, where atmospheric Pb still 27 

increased gradually caused by long-range atmospheric transport of pollutants from 28 

southwest Asia. In ~1980-2000, atmospheric Pb experienced the greatest increase, 29 

resulting from rapid development of extensive economy after the Reform and Opening-30 

up in 1978. After ~2000, atmospheric Pb generally stopped increasing due to the 31 

phasing out of leaded gasoline, but it remained high, with the highest in Southwest 32 

China, medium in Northeast China, central North China and the Qinghai-Tibetan 33 

Plateau, and the lowest in the southeast Mongolia Plateau and West China. This study 34 

reveals spatio-temporal variations of atmospheric Pb in inland China under the 35 

influence of recent human activities, providing an important supplement for 36 

understanding global Pb pollution in the Anthropocene.  37 

 38 
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1. Introduction 44 

Lead is a toxic trace metal which has serious adverse effects on human health: Pb 45 

poisoning can harm the central and peripheral nervous systems, kidneys, and blood 46 

circulation in humans (Cheng and Hu, 2010). Among the trace metals, lead (Pb) is one 47 

of the most pervasive and toxic (Marx et al., 2016). Rauch and Pacyna (2009) suggest 48 

that the current anthropogenic emissions of Pb are more than 150% of natural emissions, 49 

whereas industrial emissions of Cu, Ni and Zn are only 48%, 48%, and 33% of natural 50 

emissions, respectively. The three main anthropogenic Pb sources in modern times are 51 

leaded gasoline, nonferrous metal production, and fossil fuel combustion (Marx et al., 52 

2016; Rauch and Pacyna, 2009). 53 

In recent decades, Pb pollution history across the globe was widely investigated by 54 

analyzing various kinds of natural archives like peat bogs, ice cores, and lake sediments. 55 

These investigations suggested that the early presence of human-induced Pb in the 56 

environment can be dated back to the mid-Holocene in Europe (García-Alix et al., 2013; 57 

Marx et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 1999), North America (Pompeani et al., 2013) and East 58 

Asia (Lee et al., 2008). However, the anthropogenic Pb pollution usually occurred in 59 

limited sites and in relatively short periods before the Industrial Revolution (Beaudon 60 

et al., 2017; Marx et al., 2016; McConnell et al., 2018; Pompeani et al., 2013). The 61 

globally ubiquitous pollution of Pb started in the late Nineteenth Century (the Second 62 

Industrial Revolution), since then the magnitude of Pb pollution increased dramatically 63 

(Marx et al., 2016; Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2018). However, the toxicity of the lead in 64 

the environment was not widely recognized until the 1950s-1960s and in the following 65 
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decades it has attracted great concern from environmentalists (Marx et al., 2016). Since 70 

the 1970-1980s, anthropogenic Pb emissions in developed countries have been reduced 71 

considerably because of industrial emission controls and the phasing out of leaded 72 

gasoline (Marx et al., 2016). For example, it is estimated that atmospheric Pb emissions 73 

in 1970 were ~220000 and ~82000 tons in the USA and Western and Central Europe, 74 

respectively, whereas emissions in 2000 were only ~3000 and ~4000 tons, respectively 75 

(Marx et al., 2016). On the whole, Pb emissions in these countries have been effectively 76 

controlled in recent decades.  77 

Compared to developed countries, the increase of modern anthropogenic Pb in 78 

China started later (mostly post-1950s) and accelerated since the 1970s-1980s owing to 79 

the rapid development of society and economy after the Reform and Opening-up in 80 

1978. Tian et al. (2015) estimated that atmospheric Pb emissions in China were only 81 

~3800 tons in 1970 but increased to ~20000 tons in 2000. Although leaded gasoline 82 

was phased out in 2000 AD and atmospheric Pb emissions decreased by approximately 83 

two-thirds in 2001, in the following years the emissions quickly increased again (Li et 84 

al., 2012; Tian et al., 2015). In 2012, Pb emissions again reached ~14000 tons (Tian et 85 

al., 2015). In the last decade, Pb pollution incidents in China occurred more frequently 86 

than before. For instance, in 2004-2012, more than 50 cases of group (more than 19 87 

people) blood lead excess caused by Pb pollution were reported (Lv et al., 2013).  88 

Long-term pollution history is important in understanding the influence of recent 89 

human activities on the environment and pollution control. In recent years, a few 90 

investigations have evaluated Pb pollution history in recent centuries based on various 91 
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kinds of natural archives such as lake sediment cores, peat and ice cores from both 93 

relatively remote areas (e.g. Bao et al., 2016; Beaudon et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; 94 

Zhang et al., 2014) and populated areas (e.g. Li et al., 2018; Yao and Xue, 2014; Yu et 95 

al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) in China. According to sedimentary records from China 96 

covering the last millennia, it was suggested that anthropogenic Pb pollution occurred 97 

hundreds or even thousands years ago related to mining and metallurgy, such as in Lake 98 

Liangzhi since ~3000±328 BC in central China (Lee et al., 2008) and in Lake Erhai 99 

from 1100 to 1300 AD in southwest China (Hillman et al., 2015). However, these 100 

pollutions were usually related to local human activities and had little relation with 101 

regional atmospheric pollution in remote China. 102 

Although few human industrial activities occur in relatively remote areas of China, 103 

investigations in these areas such as Lake Qinghai (Jin et al., 2010), Lake Ngoring 104 

(Zhang et al., 2014), Puruogangri (ice core) (Beaudon et al., 2017), Lake Fuxian (Liu 105 

et al., 2013), and Lake Sayram (SR) (Zeng et al., 2014) found increases of 106 

anthropogenic Pb in recent several decades. The reconstructed anthropogenic Pb fluxes 107 

in the 21st century vary greatly (from several to dozens mg m-2 yr-1) among these 108 

records (Jin et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). Owing 109 

to anthropogenic Pb in these remote areas derived dominantly from regional 110 

atmospheric deposition, the above changes indicate increases of atmospheric Pb, but 111 

with different levels of increase over China. These studies provide valuable data for 112 

understanding atmospheric Pb pollution in remote areas of China in the past. However, 113 

as most of these studies are individual cases, they usually only have local implications 114 
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and do not give a comprehensive study of Pb pollution history in China. Hence, it is 118 

necessary to investigate reliable sediment records from different regions of China to 119 

comprehensively understand the temporal patterns of past Pb pollution.  120 

In this study, an investigation of anthropogenic Pb history during the last one or 121 

two centuries was carried out based on enrichment factors (EFs), reconstructed 122 

anthropogenic fluxes, and Pb isotopes in seventeen sediment records from relatively 123 

remote areas of China. Given that anthropogenic Pb in these records was mainly derived 124 

from atmospheric input (Bao et al. 2015, 2016; Beaudon et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; 125 

Liu et al., 2013), they likely reflect past atmospheric Pb pollution in China. Therefore, 126 

the main objectives of this work are to reveal temporal and spatial variations of 127 

atmospheric Pb in the last century in relatively remote areas of China and to discuss 128 

influence factors of atmospheric Pb evolution, especially the relation with 129 

socioeconomic development. This study is helpful in understanding the influence of 130 

recent human activities on atmospheric pollution and in formulating policies to mitigate 131 

trace metal pollution in China. In addition, given China’s considerably large Pb 132 

emissions and its specific evolution pattern, this study is an important supplement to 133 

understanding Pb pollution on a global scale.  134 

2. Materials and methods 135 

2.1. Study area and sediment core sampling 136 

Since East China is densely populated and most lakes are disturbed by direct human 137 

activities, six lakes, Gonghai (GH), Maying (MY), Dali (DL), Zhagesitai (ZGST), 138 
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Wudalianchi-3 (WDLC-3), and Wudalianchi-5 (WDLC-5) (Fig. 1), in inland areas of 141 

China were selected for sampling. These lakes are all located in relatively remote areas 142 

(with negligible industrial emissions compared with urban areas). The geological 143 

setting of these lakes and details of the sediment cores are shown in SM Text S1 and 144 

Table S1.  145 

One sediment core was recovered from each lake using a gravity corer between 146 

2009 and 2016. All cores were retrieved in lake centers or deep-water areas. More 147 

details of core sampling are given in Table S1. The sediment cores were sliced at 1-cm 148 

intervals. After dried at either < -20 °C under vacuum with a freeze dryer or at 40-60 °C 149 

in an oven, the sediment samples were packed in plastic bags and stored in desiccators. 150 

Subsamples of the sediments were ground to powder with particles < 63 μm for 151 

chemical analysis.  152 

In addition, we obtained the Pb records published in recent years in China from 153 

relatively remote areas for comparison. Eleven sediment records from reported studies 154 

were compiled (Fig. 1). Most of them are lake sediments (Jin et al., 2010; Liu et al., 155 

2013; Zeng et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014a,b; Bing et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017), but 156 

two peat cores (Bao et al. 2015, 2016) and one ice core (Beaudon et al., 2017) were also 157 

included. Lead concentrations in these compiled sediment records were obtained with 158 

ICP-MS or ICP-AES similar to our analyses, so the compiled Pb data can be compared 159 

with those in our records.  160 
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    167 

Fig. 1 (a) Sediment cores retrieved from lakes of Wudalianchi-3 (WDLC-3), 168 

Wudalianchi-5 (WDLC-5), Zhagesitai (ZGST), Dali (DL), Gonghai (GH), and Maying 169 

(MY). Also shown are eleven compiled records from reported studies from lakes of 170 

Sayram (SR) (Zeng et al., 2014), Ngoring (NR) (Zhang et al., 2014) , Qinghai (QH) (Jin 171 

et al., 2010), Caohaizi (CHZ) (Bing et al., 2016), Erhai (EH) (Li et al., 2017), Qingshui 172 

(QS) and Fuxian (FX) (Liu et al., 2013), and Puruogangri (PR, ice core) (Beaudon et 173 

al., 2017), Aershan (AS, peat cores) (Bao et al., 2015), and Fenghuang (FH, peat cores) 174 

(Bao et al., 2016). Colors represent spatial distributions of the 10-year (2004-2013) 175 

mean AOD (satellite-retrieved aerosol optical depth)-derived PM2.5 levels over China 176 

(Ma et al., 2016). Arrows represent major atmospheric circulation directions in China 177 

(Chen et al., 1991).  178 

2.2. Enrichment factors (EFs) 179 

EFs are among the most commonly used indexes to assess trace metal pollution in 180 

environmental media and to evaluate natural and anthropogenic sources. The EF of Pb 181 
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in a sediment sample can be calculated using the following equation (Liu et al., 2013; 183 

Wan et al., 2016a):  184 

EF = (Pb / Ti)s / (Pb / Ti)b                                             (1) 185 

where s and b represent sediment samples and backgrounds, respectively. Titanium 186 

(Ti), which is a conservative lithogenic element and shows relatively minor variations 187 

in these cores, was selected as the reference element like many other studies (Bao et al., 188 

2015; Jin et al., 2010; Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2013). The background of Pb or Ti in a 189 

sediment core is the average of Pb or Ti concentrations in the bottom core sections (Fig. 190 

S1), where the sediments that have not been contaminated by Pb and have low and 191 

stable Pb concentrations and high and stable 206Pb/207Pb ratios. In detail, the background 192 

values were averages of Pb or Ti concentrations in the bottom cores sections of GH (30-193 

60 cm, 1786-1913), MY (30-56 cm, 1784-1916), DL (26-30 cm, 1902-1920), ZGST 194 

(36-40 cm), WDLC-3 (36-49 cm, 1926-1949), and WDLC-5 (31-40 cm, 1936-1949).  195 

2.3. Lead fluxes 196 

Anthropogenic Pb fluxes (Pb[Fluxanthropogenic], mg m-2 yr-1) were calculated 197 

according to the following equations by using Ti as the reference element (Jin et al., 198 

2010; Wan et al., 2019):    199 

Pb[Fluxanthropogenic] = (Pb[Csample] –Pb[Cbackground] × Ti[Csample]/Ti[Cbackground]) × R × ρ         200 

(2) 201 

 where Pb[Csample] and Pb[Cbackground] represent sample and background 202 

concentrations of Pb in sediments, respectively, R is the sedimentation rate (cm yr -1), 203 

and ρ is the dry bulk density (g cm-3) of the sediments. Ti[Csample] and Ti[Cbackground] 204 

represent the sample and background concentrations of Ti in the sediments, respectively. 205 
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Negative values which represented no anthropogenic Pb contributions and were caused 207 

by that averages of Pb concentrations in the bottom sections employed as the 208 

background and that there were some slight natural variations of Pb or Ti in these 209 

sections. These negative values were all set to zero in the cores.    210 

Other information for sample analyses can be found in SM Text S2.  211 

3. Results 212 

3.1 Sediment core dating  213 

As 210Pb occurs naturally as one of the radionuclides in the 238U decay series and 214 

anthropogenic Pb consists of 204Pb, 206Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb but not 210Pb (Appleby, 2001), 215 

it can be used to assess the chronology of polluted sediment cores with Pb from 216 

anthropogenic sources. Generally, 210Pbex activities in cores of GH and DL decrease 217 

more or less following an exponential trend with depth and reach equilibrium with total 218 

210Pb activities at their bottom sections (Fig. S2). The two sediment cores were dated 219 

by using the constant rate of 210Pb supply (CRS) model (Appleby, 2001). Additionally, 220 

137Cs peaks (such as the 1963 peak) in these cores were also employed to further restrict 221 

the CRS dating results (Anjum et al., 2017; Lan et al., 2018). Due to the relatively large 222 

uncertainties of the CRS ages at the bottom sections of GH (30-60 cm) and DL (25-30 223 

cm) cores, possibly caused by low 210Pbex activities with relatively high counting errors, 224 

we have extrapolated ages for these sections by using the average sedimentation rate in 225 

the middle (10-20 cm) core section. Considering that these extrapolated ages were all 226 

pre-1930 and Pb pollution occurred mainly after ~1950 (Fig. 2), such estimations 227 
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should have little influence on the main conclusions in this study. More dating details 234 

can be found in our previous works of Wan et al. (2019a; 2019b) for these two cores. 235 

Considering similar Pb profiles in the ZGST and DL cores and the short distance (~50 236 

km) between the two lakes, the ZGST core was not dated and only used for comparison 237 

with the DL core.  238 

In the MY core, 137Cs activity shows similar variation trend to that of GH (Fig. 239 

S2). It has a clear peak at 19-cm depth which can be considered as a time marker for 240 

1963. Although the 210Pbex activities in MY are also similar to those in GH, their 241 

variation trend for MY is abnormal. The 210Pbex activities increase from 201 Bq kg-1 in 242 

the top 0-1 sediment to 248 Bq kg-1 in the 4-5 cm sediment and shows no exponential 243 

decreasing trend in the top 9 cm core section. The core was also dated with the CRS 244 

model. However, the model yielded ages are very different from those suggested by the 245 

1963 137Cs peak, which may be due to the abnormal variation trend of 210Pbex activities 246 

in the 0-9 cm section of the core. Hence, the MY core was dated by using an average 247 

mass sedimentation rate (0.2145 g cm-2 yr-1) calculated based on the clear 1963 137Cs 248 

peak at 19-cm depth (Fig. S2). Considering that the lake has a similar geological setting 249 

to that of GH that has a relatively stable sedimentation rate, it is reasonable to 250 

extrapolate ages by using the average sediment rate obtained by 137Cs. Moreover, 251 

comparing Pb profiles between the MY and GH cores shows synchronous variations 252 

(Fig. 2), implying acceptable errors of the estimated ages for the MY core. 253 

The chronologies of the WDLC-3 and WDLC-5 cores were after that in Gui et al. 254 

(2012). Briefly, in WDLC-3 and WDLC-5, the 137Cs activities were first detected at 34 255 
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cm and 32 cm and reached their first peak at 27 cm and 21 cm, respectively (Fig. S2). 256 

The peaks of 137Cs for both cores were clear, and thus they can be considered as a time 257 

marker for 1963. The 210Pbex activities in the top sediments of the two cores are similar 258 

and comparable to the median of that in eleven lakes in this province (Pratte et al., 2019). 259 

Compared to GH, MY and DL, the 210Pbex activities in WDLC top sediments are higher, 260 

reflecting regional differences of the atmospheric 210Pbex deposition. As 210Pbex 261 

activities did not reach equilibrium with 226Ra in both cores, it was not suitable to 262 

estimate the sediment ages by using the 210Pb CRS model. Based on the 210Pb CIC 263 

model, age of the mid-1920s was obtained at the 27 cm depth in WDLC-3. This result 264 

differed significantly from that inferred from the 137Cs peak, implying great 265 

uncertainties of this dating result that was caused by abnormal 210Pbex values in the 20-266 

30 cm section of the core likely related to reclamation around the lake area. Hence, 267 

using the first peak of 137Cs activity in 1963 as a time marker, the composite model of 268 

210Pb (Appleby, 2001) was employed to determine sediment ages of WDLC-3. Similarly, 269 

the composite model was also used to date sediment ages in WDLC-5 post the early 270 

1960s. Assuming uniform sediment rates in the bottom cores sections (before the early 271 

1960s), ages in the core bottoms were calculated to be 1926 in WDLC-3 and 1936 in 272 

WDLC-5. The average mass sediment rates were 0.28 g cm-2 yr-1 (0.59 cm yr-1) in 273 

WDLC-3 and 0.25 g cm-2 yr-1 (0.55 cm yr-1) in WDLC-5. The WDLC-3 core covered a 274 

period of 1926-2009 and the WDLC-5 of 1936-2009. 275 

The time resolutions in the post-1900 and the post-1950 sediments are 3.5 and 2.8 276 

yr cm-1 in GH, 3.4 and 2.9 yr cm-1 in MY, 3.8 and 3.1 yr cm-1 in DL, 1.7 and 1.7 yr cm-277 
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1 in WDLC-3, and 1.8 and 2.0 yr cm-1 in WDLC-5, respectively. The top core sections 279 

usually have relatively higher time resolutions as they contain more water. It should be 280 

noted that when sampling use a gravity corer, the top several-centimeters of the core 281 

may be disturbed. This may lead to dating uncertainties, but the uncertainties were 282 

likely minor considering relatively high sediment rates in the top 3-cm sections of these 283 

sediment cores which were 1.0 cm yr-1 for GH, 0.67 cm yr-1 for MY, 0.58 cm yr-1 for 284 

DL, 0.57 cm yr-1 for WDLC-3 and 1.0 cm yr-1 for WDLC-5. 285 

3.2. Lead concentrations 286 

Lead concentrations in the cores of GH, MY, DL, ZGST, WDLC-3, and WDLC-5 287 

have ranges of 18.5-24.8, 19.6-25.7, 16.6-20.1, 12.7-18.5, 29.8-34.8, and 29.5-37.1 mg 288 

kg-1 and averages of 21.2±2.0, 22.7±2.5, 18.4±1.2, 15.6±1.6, 32.0±1.3, and 33.3±1.7 289 

mg kg-1, respectively. Considering that elemental background concentrations, 290 

depending on the catchment lithology and soils, may strongly differ between lakes, the 291 

background Pb values in the lakes of GH, MY, DL, ZGST, WDLC-3, WDLC-5 were 292 

calculated by averaging the Pb concentrations in their bottom core sections where there 293 

is little anthropogenic pollution.  294 

In these records, variations of their Pb concentrations are modest (12.7 to 37.1 mg 295 

kg-1) (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3). The lowest Pb concentrations are found in the ZGST core, 296 

with an average of 15.6 mg kg-1 and a maximum of 18.5 mg kg-1; the highest 297 

concentrations are found in the WDLC-5 core, with a maximum of 37.1 mg kg-1. 298 

However, the differences are mainly related to different natural Pb background values 299 
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in these lakes rather than pollution. For example, the average Pb concentration is only 302 

12.7 mg kg-1 in the background sediments (bottom section) of the ZGST core, while 303 

that in the WDLC-5 core is 29.5 mg kg-1. Compared with other lake sediment records 304 

from relatively remote areas of China (Fig. 2), our Pb results are close to those in NR 305 

(Zhang et al., 2014), QH03-2 and QH03-14 (Jin et al., 2010) from the Qinghai-Tibetan 306 

Plateau and SR from West China (Zeng et al., 2014) (Fig. 1), but they are remarkably 307 

lower than those in southwest China (FX and QS, Liu et al., 2013; EH, Li et al., 2017) 308 

(Fig. 1), which is also caused by high (~60 mg kg-1) Pb background values in these 309 

lakes in southwest China.  310 

 311 

Fig. 2 Pb concentrations, EFs, anthropogenic fluxes, and isotopes in lake sediment cores 312 

of GH, MY, DL, WDLC-3, WDLC-5 (Table S3), QH03-02 and QH03-14 (Jin et al., 313 
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2010), NR (Zhang et al., 2014), CHZ (Bing et al., 2016), SR (Zeng et al., 2014), EH (Li 315 

et al., 2017), FX and QS (Liu et al., 2013), and peat cores of MP and FH (Bao et al., 316 

2015 and 2016), and an ice core of PR (5-year average, Beaudon et al., 2017) in China. 317 

3.3 Pollution indices——Pb EFs, anthropogenic fluxes and isotopes 318 

Considering bulk Pb concentrations may not reflect past pollution variations in 319 

sediment records as they are often affected by sedimentation processes such as changes 320 

in sediment accumulation rate and contents of organic matter and carbonate, EFs and 321 

anthropogenic fluxes were calculated and Pb isotopes were analyzed to understand 322 

anthropogenic pollution in these cores (Fig. 2). The Pb EFs in the cores of GH, MY, 323 

DL, ZGST, WDLC-3, and WDLC-5 have ranges of 0.91-1.41, 0.97-1.46, 0.98-1.20, 324 

0.93-1.31, 0.94-1.21, and 0.93-1.23 and averages of 1.10±0.16, 1.19±0.18, 1.10±0.07, 325 

1.14±0.10, 1.06±0.07, and 1.08±0.08, respectively. The anthropogenic Pb fluxes in the 326 

cores of GH, MY, DL, WDLC-3, and WDLC-5 have ranges of 0-11.2, 0-17.4, 0-2.6, 0-327 

14.5, and 0-10.7 mg m-2 yr-1 and averages of 3.0±4.1, 7.7±6.6, 1.4±1.0, 4.6±3.9, and 328 

4.3±3.3 mg m-2 yr-1, respectively. The 206Pb/207Pb ratios in the cores of GH, MY, DL, 329 

and ZGST have ranges of 1.1679-1.1820, 1.1606-1.1659, 1.1843-1.1929, and 1.1740-330 

1.1902 and averages of 1.1753±0.0042, 1.1632±0.0012, 1.1882±0.0035, and 331 

1.1826±0.0048, respectively.  332 

From their profiles in Fig. 2, it can be seen that both the Pb EFs and anthropogenic 333 

fluxes in these cores show obvious increases in recent several decades, whereas the 334 

206Pb/207Pb ratios decrease synchronously except MY. Besides our records, the 335 
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206Pb/207Pb ratios from other records in relatively remote areas of China, e.g. Lake 338 

Sayram (SR) (Zeng et al., 2014), Aershan (AS, peat cores) (Bao et al., 2015), Lake 339 

Fuxian (FX) (Liu et al., 2013), Lake Qingshui (QS) (Liu et al., 2013), and Lake Erhai 340 

(EH) (Li et al., 2017), also show similar decreases in recent decades. The widespread 341 

and obvious decreases of 206Pb/207Pb ratios in recent decades in these records imply 342 

possible changes in Pb sources. A comparison of various Pb sources in China (Fig. 3) 343 

suggests that the 206Pb/207Pb and 208Pb/207Pb ratios in sediments pre-1980 were close to 344 

those of natural sources such as loess and desert dust samples in North China (Ferrat et 345 

al., 2012), whereas the 206Pb/207Pb and 208Pb/207Pb ratios in recent sediments (post-1980) 346 

were deviating from those of the natural sources but close to anthropogenic sources, 347 

such as urban aerosols (Chen et al., 2005; Mukai et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006) and 348 

Chinese Pb ore and coal (Cheng and Hu, 2010). However, as anthropogenic Pb in these 349 

records derived mainly from heavily mixed sources via regional atmospheric transport 350 

and few Pb isotope data available in these remote lake areas, detailed point sources of 351 

the anthropogenic Pb were likely unable to be identified.  352 

The changes above are similar to many other Pb isotope studies in China, those 353 

suggest that the changes were mainly related to anthropogenic Pb inputs (Liu et al., 354 

2013; Yu et al., 2016; Zhang, et al., 2016). In combination with the synchronous 355 

increases in EFs and anthropogenic fluxes, it is reasonable to infer that the above Pb 356 

isotope changes were caused by increased inputs of anthropogenic Pb in recent decades. 357 

Although it is not the most ideal approach to determine Pb isotope by using an ICP-MS, 358 

the accuracy is high enough to differentiate Pb isotopes in natural sediments from 359 
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anthropogenic sources as indicated by their coherent changes in these records except 368 

MY. The lack of a decrease in 206Pb/207Pb in MY could not be caused by that this Pb 369 

record was already contaminated by anthropogenic sources before the Eighteenth 370 

Century as another lake (GH), only 5 km away from MY, showed no anthropogenic Pb 371 

signals until 1970s (Fig. 2). It was probably due to the fact that background Pb isotopic 372 

ratios in its non-polluted sediment are similar to those of the anthropogenic sources 373 

such as urban aerosols (Fig. 3). Even during 1980-2014 the 206Pb/207Pb ratios in MY 374 

remained approximate 1.164±0.002 that were almost similar to those (about 1.1625) 375 

before 1900. Another lake  376 

 377 

Fig. 3 A comparison of Pb isotopes in sediment cores of GH, MY, DL, and ZGST (red 378 

and blue solid dots) (Table S4) with those in Chinese Pb ore and coal (Cheng and Hu, 379 

2010), vehicle exhaust (Liu et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 2004), 380 
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nonferrous industrial materials (Liu et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 2004), 381 

urban aerosols from Beijing (Mukai et al., 2001), Tianjin (Wang et al., 2006) and 382 

Shanghai (Chen et al., 2005), and N. China deserts (Tengger and Badain Jaran) and 383 

loess (Loess Plateau) (Ferrat et al., 2012).  384 

4. Discussion 385 

4.1. Implication of anthropogenic Pb pollution  386 

Lead from anthropogenic emission sources in lake sediments is mainly derived 387 

from three pathways: direct dumping, catchment erosion, and atmospheric wet and dry 388 

deposition (Chen et al., 2016; Wan et al., 2019b). As these lakes are all located in 389 

relatively remote areas of China, there are few local pollution sources around the lakes 390 

and within their catchments, so direct additions of anthropogenic Pb are negligible. 391 

Second, catchment erosion brings naturally occurring Pb into the lake, at the same time 392 

it may also bring a certain amount of anthropogenic Pb that was transported to the lake 393 

catchment through atmospheric deposition. These facts suggest that the anthropogenic 394 

Pb in these lake sediments is dominantly derived from atmospheric Pb transport and 395 

deposition. Hence Pb pollution signals in these records have the potential to reflect past 396 

regional atmospheric Pb pollution.  397 

4.2. Temporal variations of atmospheric Pb pollution in China 398 

To reveal the spatio-temporal variations of atmospheric Pb pollution in China, 399 

representative Pb records in relatively remote areas of China from reported studies 400 
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were compiled. However, considering large differences in the reconstructed Pb fluxes 403 

of peat records even from the same area (AS and FH, Bao et al., 2015 and 2016), the 404 

fluxes were not included for calculating average fluxes in Fig. 4. They are only 405 

employed for comparing evolution trends of atmospheric Pb in recent centuries. 406 

Besides, owing to large uncertainties in anthropogenic Pb fluxes in QH, recalibrated 407 

fluxes were used in Fig. 4 (discussed in the following paragraph). Based on temporal 408 

variations of Pb fluxes and other pollution indices of EFs and Pb isotopes in the six 409 

regions of China (Fig. 2 and 4), four evolution stages of atmospheric Pb during the last 410 

century were divided.  411 

 412 

Fig. 4 Average anthropogenic Pb fluxes (Table S5) in different periods from Northeast 413 

China (WDLC-3 and WDLC-5), West China (SR (Zeng et al., 2014)), the Mongolian 414 

Plateau (DL), the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau (NR (Zhang et al., 2014), CHZ (Bing et al., 415 

2016) and QH (recalibrated, Jin et al., 2010), Central North China (GH and MY), and 416 

Southwest China (EH (Li et al., 2017), QS and FX Liu et al., 2013).  417 
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Before ~1950, atmospheric Pb in these relatively areas of China experienced 421 

negligible anthropogenic Pb pollution except some slight pollution events. The average 422 

anthropogenic Pb fluxes before ~1950 were the lowest and close to zero in the six 423 

regions of China except Southwest China (Fig. 4). The detailed Pb variations in Fig. 2 424 

show that the fluxes as well as EFs were relatively stable except some occasionally 425 

slight increases in GH and MY during the 1780s-1840s, in MP-1 during the 1890s and 426 

1910s, in MP-2 during the 1920s-1930s, in PR during the 1800s-1820s, in SR during 427 

the 1930s-1940s, and in EH during 1890-1940. First, the high flux (5.2±4.0 mg m-2 yr-428 

1) before 1950 in Southwest China (Fig. 4) was mainly caused by increases in 1890-429 

1940 in EH (Li et al., 2017) (Fig. 2). However, it is suggested that the increase in EH 430 

in 1890-1940 had no relation with anthropogenic Pb pollution by analyzing Pb isotopes 431 

and EFs (Li et al., 2017), which was also supported by FX and QS records from the 432 

same region (Liu et al., 2013). This implies negligible atmospheric Pb pollution in 433 

Southwest China in 1900-1950. Second, the QH03-14 shows an obvious increase from 434 

2.7 mg m-2 yr-1 before ~1900 to 9.2 mg m-2 yr-1 in ~1900 (Jin et al., 2010) (Fig. 2). In 435 

contrast, another core of QH03-02 from the same lake shows an obvious decrease in Pb 436 

concentration synchronously (Fig. 2). Hence, it can be inferred that the increase in 437 

QH03-14 fluxes were likely resulted from natural causes likely to be source changes 438 

rather than anthropogenic pollution. Considering the large uncertainties in 439 

anthropogenic Pb fluxes in QH, the fluxes in these two cores were recalibrated for Fig. 440 

4 by subtracting average fluxes during ~1750-~1950 in QH03-02 (9.8 mg m-2 yr-1) and 441 

during ~1900-~1950 in QH03-14 (9.3 mg m-2 yr-1), respectively. Third, another 442 
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exception was the peat cores. Although the fluxes in most of the peat cores were also 447 

generally stable before ~1950, their values were as high as ~10 mg m-2 yr-1. Considering 448 

these two sites are relatively remote, we can infer that the long-lasting stable high fluxes 449 

before ~1950 were related to reconstruction uncertainties than anthropogenic pollution. 450 

Fourth, the Pb EFs in most samples in the PR ice core were ~2 before ~1950 and even 451 

before 1750 AD (Beaudon et al. 2017). The high values in the core were not related to 452 

pollution but likely caused by the Tibetan Plateau aeolian dust. 453 

The negligible atmospheric Pb pollution before 1950 was in accordance with the 454 

extremely lacking status of socioeconomic development in China. Before 1949, the 455 

People's Republic of China was not founded and China was engaged in war for decades, 456 

its economy and industry were poor and dominated by a small quantity of light 457 

industries such as textile and flour mainly distributed in some coastal cities like 458 

Shanghai, Tianjin, and Guangzhou (WGEDHC, 2016). Similarly, the estimated 459 

atmospheric Pb emissions (Tian et al., 2015) also show a negligible Pb emission in 460 

China in 1949 (Fig. 5). However, the atmosphere in China may be affected by extremely 461 

low level anthropogenic Pb transported by global atmospheric circulation from sources 462 

in developed countries after the Industrial Revolution. However, concentrations were 463 

too low to be detected by the above records.  464 
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Fig. 5 Population, gross industrial product (GIP), coal and petroleum consumption 471 

(standard coal) in China (National Bureau of Statistics China, 2005), estimated 472 

atmospheric Pb emissions in China (Tian et al., 2015), estimated atmospheric Pb 473 

emissions from different sources in China (Li et al., 2012), and annual departures in 474 

percent of sunshine duration in 1954-1998 over the whole China (Kaiser and Qian, 475 

2002).  476 

 477 

In the 1950s, anthropogenic Pb fluxes in all the six regions increased obviously 478 

compared to that pre-1950, but in the following two decades they remained the same or 479 

only experienced slight increases/decreases in the late 1970s except in the Qinghai-480 

Tibet Plateau (Fig. 2 and 4). These changes indicate that the atmospheric Pb pollution 481 

in China started to become ubiquitous since the 1950s. This change fitted well with the 482 

first rapid development period (1949-1958) of society and economy, especially heavy 483 

industry, after the foundation of the People's Republic of China. However, in the 484 

following years of 1959-1976 the economy almost stopped developing due to the Great 485 

Chinese Famine (1959–1961) and the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) (Fig. 486 

5 and 6), resulting in no further deterioration inf atmospheric Pb pollution in the 1960s 487 

and 1970s in the regions except for the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. 488 
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 494 

Fig. 6 Gross industrial product (GIP) of typical provinces from the six regions of China 495 

(National Bureau of Statistics China, 2005).  496 

 497 

In the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the anthropogenic Pb fluxes increased in the 1960s 498 

and 1970s (Fig. 2 and 4), although its GIP (Qinghai and Xizang) was the lowest and 499 

showed similar trend as that in other regions (Fig. 6). Similarly, the ice core of PR in 500 

the Central Qinghai-Tibet Plateau also recorded a similar increase trend of 501 

anthropogenic Pb during the 1960s-1970s that indicates Pb EF increases of 28% in the 502 

1960s and 48% in the 1970s compared to that in the 1950s (Beaudon et al., 2017). 503 

Previous studies suggest that this Pb increase may be related to metallurgical activities 504 

in Former Soviet Union (e.g., Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan), 505 

industrial emission increases in East, South and Southwest Asia, and local activities on 506 
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the plateau, derived from back trajectory analysis (Beaudon et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2010; 510 

Zhang et al., 2014). Our comparison with the Pb evolution trends in other regions of 511 

China, combined with the atmospheric circulation (Fig. 1), further indicates that the Pb 512 

increase in the 1960s and 1970s on the plateau was more likely caused by increased 513 

atmospheric Pb transport from overseas such as southwest Asia. 514 

In ~1980-2000, anthropogenic Pb fluxes experienced similar accelerated increases 515 

in all the six regions of China (Fig. 4). Compared with the 1950s-1970s, Pb fluxes in 516 

~1980-2000 increased by 65% in Northeast China, 208% in West China, 136% on the 517 

Mongolian Plateau, 195% on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, 310% in central North China 518 

and 180% in Southwest China, respectively. Compared with the other stages over the 519 

last century, the increase magnitude of the fluxes during this period was the greatest, 520 

and the 206Pb/207Pb ratios also experienced the most obvious decreases in all the records. 521 

These changes imply the rapidest intensification of atmospheric Pb pollution in inland 522 

China.  523 

With the implementation of the Reform and Opening-up policy in 1978, China 524 

began to enter a rapid industrialization and urbanization period with an average annual 525 

growth rate of China's economy of nearly 10%, ranking number one in the world (Fig. 526 

5) (WGEDHC, 2007). Owing to lack of advanced technologies and equipment and 527 

taking no account of environmental protection, the development depended mainly on 528 

extensive economic growth characterized by high energy consumption, cost and 529 

pollution, but low economic efficiency (WGEDHC, 2007). For example, even in 2006 530 

China emitted 6-33 times the amount of air pollutants per unit of GDP as the United 531 
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States (Lin et al., 2014). Hence, the rapid socioeconomic development resulted in a 537 

great increase in emissions of Pb and other pollutants. In 2000, emissions of industrial 538 

dust and atmospheric Pb reached 10.92 million tons and ~20000 tons, respectively 539 

(National Bureau of Statistics China, 2003; Tian et al., 2015), ranking number one in 540 

the world. Significant decreases in sunshine duration, defined as the amount of time the 541 

disk of the sun is above the horizon and not obscured by naturally occurred obstructions 542 

such as clouds, fog, and haze, one of the oldest types of radiation measurements, were 543 

observed from over 200 meteorological stations over the whole China after ~1980 544 

compared to those pre-1980 (Fig. 5), and those were likely an evidence for the 545 

worsening of air pollution related to increased anthropogenic atmospheric pollutants in 546 

China (Kaiser and Qian, 2002). Although the decreased sunshine duration may be 547 

mainly affected by urban atmospheric pollution, it still has a meaning to that in remote 548 

areas of China as Pb pollution in remote records are mainly derived from urban human 549 

activities via atmospheric transport. 550 

After ~2000, the anthropogenic Pb fluxes generally stopped increase in all the six 551 

regions of China and even decreased slightly in Southwest and Northeast China and the 552 

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and the 206Pb/207Pb ratios was also similar to that in the 1990s 553 

except in EH (Fig. 2 and 4). These variations indicate that atmospheric Pb pollution in 554 

inland China stopped worsening, even though the economy developed more rapidly 555 

than pre-2000 (Fig. 5). Although the QH cores were sampled in 2003, the top 0-0.5 cm 556 

sediment sample was formed after 2002 according to the dating result. This change was 557 

resulted from the phasing out of leaded gasoline in 2000, which led to a sharp decrease 558 
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in anthropogenic Pb emissions. Li et al. (2012) and Tian et al. (2015) estimated that 563 

atmospheric emissions of anthropogenic Pb in China decreased by more than 50% in 564 

2001 compared to those in 2000 (Fig. 5).  565 

The coherent changes of atmospheric Pb pollution after ~2000 in different regions 566 

(Fig. 2 and 4) reflect the effectiveness of the phasing out of leaded gasoline in China. 567 

However, unlike the change of Pb emissions from gasoline sources, atmospheric Pb did 568 

not show a similar sharp decrease after ~2000, but remained at a high level, and even 569 

increased again in recent years in some high-resolution records such as GH and SR (Fig. 570 

2). Similarly, an investigation of Pb variations in aerosol samples in the city of Tianjin 571 

between 1994 and 2001 also shows no obvious decrease in Pb concentrations after the 572 

phasing out of leaded gasoline in 1998 (Wang et al., 2006). This difference is probably 573 

caused by (1) resuspension of legacy Pb in ground-surface environments and (2) 574 

increase anthropogenic Pb emissions from other sources, such as industry and coal 575 

burning in recent years (Fig. 5) (Li et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2015).  576 

4.3. Spatial variations of atmospheric Pb pollution over China 577 

Besides the differences in the temporal evolution trends among the six regions 578 

discussed above, another notable difference in the atmospheric Pb pollution is the 579 

differences in  Pb increase levels among these regions over the last century. According 580 

to the statistical Pb fluxes in Fig 4, it can be seen that the lowest increase in atmospheric 581 

Pb was found in the southeast Mongolia Plateau (DL, 2.4 mg m-2 yr-1 in the 21st Century) 582 

and in West China (SR, ~3.4 mg m-2 yr-1 in the 21st Century) (Zeng et al., 2014) (Table 583 
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1), implying the lowest atmospheric Pb levels in these regions. These low values were 591 

related to the fact that these areas are relatively far from and upwind of major industrial 592 

zones, corresponding to low air pollution levels in these regions as indicated by the 593 

spatial variations of PM2.5 in Fig. 1 (Ma et al., 2016).  594 

Table 1 Anthropogenic Pb fluxes in the 21st Century in lake sediment records from 595 

different regions of China  596 

Region Sediment core 
Anthropogenic Pb 
flux (mg m-2 yr-1) 

Data source 

Central North China GH 10.2±0.8 This study 

 MY 14.2±1.8 This study 

 Average 12.1±2.5  

Southeast Mongolian Plateau DL 2.4±0.1 This study 

Northeast China WDLC-3 7.0±2.2 This study 

 WDLC-5 6.4±0.9 This study 

 Average 6.7±1.6  

Qinghai -Tibet Plateau QH03-02 9.8* Jin et al., 2010 

 QH03-14 8.6* Jin et al., 2010 

 NR 20.9±1.5 Zhang et al., 2014 

 CHZ 14.1±3.3 Bing et al., 2016 

 Average 14.4±3.8  

West China SR 3.4±0.7 Zeng et al., 2014 

Southwest China EH 16.6±3.8 Li et al., 2017 

 FX 26.4±3.2 Liu et al., 2013 

 QS 53.2±10.5 Liu et al., 2013 

 Average 36.5±19.0  

* These values were recalibrated by subtracting average fluxes during ~1750-597 

~1950 in QH03-02 and during ~1900-~1950 in QH03-14, respectively.   598 
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 599 

The medium increase of anthropogenic Pb flux was found in Northeast China 600 

(6.7±1.6 mg m-2 yr-1 in the 21st Century), central North China (12.1±2.5 mg m-2 yr-1 601 

in the 21st Century) and the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (14.4±3.8 mg m-2 yr-1 in the 21st 602 

Century), which were several times higher than those in the above two regions, 603 

suggesting a higher level of atmospheric Pb. It is reasonable that the atmospheric Pb 604 

level is high in the Northeast and central North China, as (1) ~1/4 of China’s coal is 605 

produced in central North China (Shanxi Province) and a large amount of coal is also 606 

consumed here and (2) Northeast China is an important base of heavy industry and 607 

steel production accounting for more than a quarter of the country. An exception is the 608 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. Although it is one of most underdeveloped regions in China, 609 

the 21st-Century anthropogenic Pb fluxes are as high as ~10-20 mg m-2 yr-1 recorded 610 

by QH, NR, and CHZ (Table 1) (Bing et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2014). The high 611 

anthropogenic Pb fluxes in the region are likely related to the following reasons: (1) 612 

many atmospheric pollutants are transported from both East China by the east Asian 613 

monsoon and southwest Asian countries by the southwest India monsoon (Beaudon et 614 

al., 2017; Yang et al., 2010) and (2) the plateau is an atmospheric deposition area, as 615 

indicated by widely distributed loess deposits and modern eolian dust monitoring 616 

(Stauch, 2015; Wan et al., 2012).  617 

The greatest increase of Pb flux was found in Yunnan Province in Southwest China. 618 

The anthropogenic Pb fluxes in the 21st Century were 26.4 mg m-2 yr-1 in FX, 53.2 619 

mg m-2 yr-1 in QS and 16.6 mg m-2 yr-1 in EH (Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2013), with 620 
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an average of 36.5±19.0 mg m-2 yr-1, implying a very high level of current atmospheric 624 

Pb in this region. Yunnan Province is one of the three most important bases of 625 

nonferrous industry and described as the nonferrous kingdom in China. In 2013, the 626 

output of the major ten nonferrous metals was 3.2 million tons in this province, 627 

accounting for 7.25% of the country and ranking the third in China (YBQTS, 2015). 628 

The large amounts of ore mining and smelting activities were an important cause of 629 

the severe atmospheric Pb pollution in this region (Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2013). 630 

This suggests that potentially toxic trace metals emitted by mining and metallurgical 631 

industry in this region should be given special attention in the future environmental 632 

management.  633 

It should be noted that the above spatial distribution results are preliminary, owing 634 

to (1) relatively sparse records and (2) the fact that the reconstructed fluxes may be 635 

affected by the remoteness of the lakes. In the future, more high-resolution 636 

reconstructions and direct observations in remote areas, especially on the Qinghai-637 

Tibetan Plateau, are needed to obtain a more accurate spatial picture of atmospheric 638 

Pb pollution in China.  639 

4. Conclusions 640 

This study revealed temporal and spatial variations of atmospheric Pb pollution in 641 

China during the last century based on Pb data from 17 sediment records from relatively 642 

remote areas in inland China. Although Pb concentrations varied substantially among 643 

different records, the sediment profiles of Pb EFs, anthropogenic fluxes, and isotopic 644 
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compositions in these records except that in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau show similar 647 

evolution trends over the last century, implying a synchronous atmospheric Pb 648 

evolution in most areas of China. These records suggest that the atmospheric Pb 649 

pollution occurred occasionally before 1950. The widespread pollution in China began 650 

in the 1950s, corresponding to the beginning development of society and economy after 651 

the foundation of New China in 1949. However, rapid increases of the atmospheric Pb 652 

occurred after the 1980s, owing to quick development of extensive economy after the 653 

Reform and Opening-up in 1978. After 2000, the atmospheric Pb generally stopped 654 

increase due to the phasing out of leaded gasoline, but it remained high and even likely 655 

started to increase again in recent years. Assessment of spatial variations of the 656 

atmospheric Pb over China suggests the lowest level in the southeast Mongolia Plateau 657 

and in West China, a medium level in Northeast China and central North China, and the 658 

highest level in Southwest China.  659 
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